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1 introduction
External procedures are particularly useful in scientific coding in order to

organize the source code and support a modular programming style. This
means that the code is divided in a variety of different sub–codes, which
will be subsequently called by the main program. External procedures are
always written outside the main program, i. e. outside the block of instruc-
tions identified by “begin program· · · end program”.

There are basically three different types of external procedures in Fortran:
functions, subroutines and modules. Such external procedures may be written
within a single source code, together with the source code for the main
program or outside, i. e. they may be included in another “*.f” file and then
recalled by the compiler when the whole program is compiled. The second
way to proceed is particularly useful if the code is written by many authors
at the same way. However, I do not discuss here such point, which will be
the topic of a future note.
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2 functions and subroutines
The code in this section introduces the basic usage of functions and sub-

routines. Basically both of them may be used to code sub–programs, which
may be possibly recalled by the main program. Their use make the main
program absolutely more readable and, in case the source code is being de-
veloped by many authors, it helps the collaborations, i. e. everyone will take
care only about that part of the code concerning her/his field of expertise.

There is not a real difference between functions and subroutines. Person-
ally, I use functions in the “mathematical way”. In other words, I consider
functions in Fortran exactly like mathematical functions. Thus, for example,
if I need to evaluate an expression f(x,y), which depends on two variables x
and y, I define a function which returns me the value f(x,y). In the case of
the Monte Carlo estimation of π, we need actually to check if the distance of
a given ball is smaller than 1, i. e. if the ball fallen within the unitary circle.
In general the distance1 of a two–dimensional point (x,y) from the origin is
given by the function

Dist(x,y) =
√
x2 + y2 ≡ f(x,y)

If we need to evaluate this function in our program, rather than writing
every time sqrt(x ∗ ∗2.0d0+ y ∗ ∗2.0d0), we may define a function Dist(x,y)
which automatically makes such calculation every time we need it.

The general way to define a function is

1 function Name(arg1, arg2, agr3,...,agrN)

2 implicit none

3 typevar arg1, agr2, agr3,...,agrN

4 typevar Name

5 typevar othervariables

6 [body]

7 return

8 end function Name

where “typevar” may be any of the types permitted by Fortran, i. e. integer,
real, character, logical ecc...2; “Name” is the name of the function (which
is your personal choice) . The arguments “arg1, · · · , argN” are taken in
input by the function (i. e. they are passed by the main program or any
other external procedure). Within the body of the function we define all the
instructions to obtain the final result, possibly using other variables, collec-
tively named here “othervariables” (the dummy variables). Such variables
are defined only within the function and their value is lost once we exit the
function, coming back to the main program. They may have the same name
of already defined variables in the main program, or any other external
procedure, without creating any conflict among the procedures. The value
returned by the function is stored in the variable “Name”, evaluated with
the arguments “arg1, · · · , agrN” and it is a variable of type “typevar”. For
example, the function to evaluate the distance is reported between line 28

and 43 in Listing 1 (see also Listing 2 in Sec. 3). Functions are thus an easy
way to code functions in the mathematical sense. They may be used also
in different ways of course, this is the way I use the function–like external
procedures.

If I need to perform more complicated tasks, returning variables of differ-
ent types, or maybe running huge parts of the main program, or maybe, I

1 Euclidean distance
2 It is possible to define customized variable types (I’ll treat this topic in future note)
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also need to open and close external files (which is somewhat more compli-
cated than just returning a number or a vector), I personally use subroutines.
The general way to define a subroutine is

1 subroutine Name(In_arg1,...,In_agrN,InOut_arg1,...,InOut_agrN,Out_arg1,...,

Out_agrN)

2 implicit none

3 typevar, intent(in):: In_arg1,...,In_agrN

4 typevar, intent(inout):: InOut_agr1,...,InOut_arg1

5 typevar, intent(out):: Out_arg1,...,Out_agrN

6 typevar othervariables

7 [body]

8 return

9 end subroutine Name

The subroutine takes different kinds of arguments. They may be input vari-
ables (“In_arg1, · · · , In_agrN”), i. e. their value is passed by the main pro-
gram, or some other external procedure, and used to perform operations in
the body of the subroutine, however if they are declared as input arguments
(“...intent(in) ...”) their value cannot be changed by the operations in the
body of the subroutine. Trying to do it will give you a compilation error.
We may also have input/output variables (“InOut_arg1, · · · , InOut_agrN”),
i. e. their value is passed by the main program or some other external
procedure and used to perform operations in the body of the subroutine,
moreover, their value can be possibly changed by the operations in the body
of the subroutine and of course their value (changed or not by the sub-
routine) will be returned at the end of the calculations. Finally we may
have output variables (“Out_arg1, · · · , Out_agrN”), i. e. their value is not
passed by the main program or some other external procedure. In particu-
lar, the final value of “Out_arg1, · · · , Out_agrN” is evaluated ad returned
using the variables “In_arg1, · · · , In_agrN,InOut_arg1, · · · , InOut_agrN”, in
agreement with the statements in the body of the subroutine. In summary,
input variables are used to perform calculations, their value is passed to the
subroutine and their value cannot be changed by the subroutine. Input/out-
put variables are used to perform calculations, their value is passed to the
subroutine (like input variables) and their value will be returned by the sub-
routine (changed or unchanged, depending on the body of the subroutine,
unlike input variables). Output variables are returned by the subroutine
and their value is not passed to the subroutine, however, evaluated by the
subroutine (thanks to the input and/or input/output variables). An exam-
ple of subroutine is reported between line 48 and 84 in Listing 1 (see also
Listing 2 in Sec. 3).

We now present the code, equipped with the external procedures, without
further comments about other constructs already introduced in previous
notes.

Listing 1: Basic usage of subroutines and functions in Fortran

1

2 !**************************
3 ! This program computes the value of Pi using a Monte Carlo Algorithm

4 ! Some external procedures are called by the main program

5 ! The external procedures are written outside the main program, i.e.

6 ! before the instruction "begin program..."

7 ! or after the instruction "end program..."

8 ! (refere to https://www.giuseppeforte.me to get more info on the

9 ! algorithms).

10 !

11 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte
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12 ! First release: 26/05/2017

13 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

14 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

15 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

16 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

17 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

18

19

20 ! IN FORTRAN DO NOT WRITE THE INSTRUCTIONS STARTING FROM THE FIRST

21 ! COLUMN. ALWAYS START FROM COLUMN 10

22

23 !*****************************************************
24 ! EXTERNAL PROCEDURES

25

26 !____________________________________________________

27 ! EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BETWEEN x,y

28 function Dist(x,y) ! the instruction "function FunctionName"

29 ! defines and external procedure named FunctionName (in our case

30 ! FunctionName=Dist). The variables x and y are the arguments of the

31 ! function. A different value of Dist will be in general associated

32 ! with different variables. Such procedure MUST BE DECLEARED in the

33 ! main program as "real*8 Dist" (real*8 because in this example

34 ! "Dist" is a real*8 type)

35

36 implicit none

37 real*8 x,y,Dist ! x,y input arguments

38 real*8 square ! dummy variable

39 square = x**2.0d0 + y**2.0d0 ! evaluate the distance

40 Dist = sqrt(square) ! returned value

41 return

42 end function Dist

43 !____________________________________________________

44

45

46 !____________________________________________________

47 ! evaluate Pi with the MONTE CARLO sampling

48 subroutine ThrowBalls(HowMany,EstimatedPi)

49 ! the construct "subroutine Name" defines and external procedure

50 ! named Name (in our case Name = ThrowBalls). It takes two

51 ! argumnets: "HowMany" (passed by the main program) and "EstimatedPi"

52 !(returned to the main program)

53 implicit none

54 real*8 Dist ! in this subroutine we need the previous

55 ! defined function "Dist" and thus WE DECLARE IT!

56 integer, intent(in):: HowMany ! Input argument: how many

57 ! balls do you wanna throw?

58 real*8, intent(out):: EstimatedPi ! the estimented value of

59 ! Pi

60 integer i, N_in ! dummy variables

61 real*8 x,y !dummy variables

62

63 ! Enstimation procedure

64 N_in = 0

65 do 88 i=1, HowMany

66 call random_number(x)

67 call random_number(y)

68 if(Dist(x,y).le.1.0d0)then ! this is the way to call an

69 ! external function. This function will not be

70 ! used in the main program. In order to do it, exactly like here, we

71 ! need to declare the function as "real*8 Dist" and than we can use

72 ! the function also in the main program. WHATEVER procedure (external

73 ! or main program) which uses the function Dist MUST DECLARE SUCH

74 ! FUNCTION!!!

75 N_in = N_in + 1

76 end if

77 88 end do

78
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79 EstimatedPi = 4.0d0 * dble(N_in)/dble(HowMany)

80

81 return

82 end subroutine ThrowBalls

83 !_______________________________________________________

84

85 !*******************************************************
86

87

88

89 !*******************************************************
90 ! MAIN PROGRAM MAIN PROGRAM MAIN PROGRAM

91 program PiMonteCarlo

92 implicit none

93

94 integer Nballs! "Nballs" is a integer variable in single

95 ! precision. It represents the number of balls

96 ! we wanna throw on our square

97 real*8 Pi

98 parameter(Pi = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0)) ! THIS INSTRUCTION

99 ! IS USEFUL TO SET A PARAMETER. SUCH VALUE CANNOT BE ASSIGNED AGAIN

100 ! DURING THE MAI PROGRAM, E.G. BY USING SOMETHING LIKE

101 ! Pi = Pi + 1.0d0

102 ! IF YOU TRY TO COMPILE, YOU WILL GET AN ERROR.

103 real*8 MonteCarloPi

104

105

106 print*, "**************************************************"

107 print*, "This program evaluates Pi with a simple "

108 print*, "Monte Carlo method. "

109 print*, "**************************************************"

110 print*, ""

111 print*, "Introduce the Number of samples:"

112 read*, Nballs

113

114

115

116

117 call ThrowBalls(Nballs,MonteCarloPi) ! This is the way

118 ! to call an external subroutine, using the instruction "call" and

119 ! the name of the subroutine we are calling

120

121

122 print*,"***************************************************"

123 print*,""

124 print*,"The estimated value of Pi. is:"

125 print*,"single precision:", real(MonteCarloPi)

126 print*,"double precision:", MonteCarloPi

127 print*,"The error with respect the ’estimate’ 4*atan(1) "

128 print*,"is written in the file Error.dat "

129 print*,"***************************************************"

130 print*,""

131 print*,"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

132

133 open(unit=19,file="Error.dat",status="unknown")!open the new

134 ! file "Error.dat"

135 write(19,*)"***********************************************"

136 write(19,*)"Error:"

137 write(19,*)"single precision:",

138 & real(abs(MonteCarloPi-Pi)*100.0d0/Pi), "%"

139 write(19,*)"double precision:",

140 & abs(MonteCarloPi-Pi)*100.0d0/Pi, "%"

141 write(19,*)"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

142 close(19) !close file "Error.dat"

143 end program PiMonteCarlo ! end of the program ... cheers :-)

144

145 !end
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146 !********************************************************************

3 modules
A possible way to use external procedures is by collecting all of them in an

external module. The same may be done with those fixed parameters shared
by all the procedures (we may think to put all these parameters in a single
module). In this section we introduce such possibility. The code is self–
explanatory, thus I do not add further comments. Compare the subroutines
and functions used in the modules with the same ones used in Listing 1.

Listing 2: Basic usage of modules in Fortran

1

2 !**************************
3 ! This program computes the value of Pi using a Monte Carlo Algorithm

4 ! Some external procedures are called by the main program

5 ! The external procedures are colletted in external modules , written

6 ! before the instruction "begin program..."

7 ! (refere to https://www.giuseppeforte.me to get more info on the

8 ! algorithms).

9 !

10 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

11 ! First release: 26/05/2017

12 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

13 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

14 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

15 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

16 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

17

18

19 ! IN FORTRAN DO NOT WRITE THE INSTRUCTIONS STARTING FROM THE FIRST

20 ! COLUMN. ALWAYS START FROM COLUMN 10

21

22 module My_Parameters ! The construct "module Name" defines

23 ! and external module called Name. An external modules may contain

24 ! both paraemters and procedures. In this case the module

25 ! "My_Parameters" is just a collection of fixed parameters in the

26 ! simulation. It must be clear that such module may be possible

27 ! recalled by other modules and/or external procedures.

28 ! Once the module "My_Parameters" is opportunely recalled, the

29 ! parameters contained in it will be automatically available to the

30 ! procedure(s) who are calling such module

31 implicit none

32 save ! this instruction ensures you that if you recall this

33 ! parameters, there are no ways to overwrite the current decleared

34 ! values, as well as to define other variables in the main program

35 ! with the same names. It basically blocks the decleared variables

36 integer Nballs

37 parameter(Nballs = 1000000)

38 real*8 Pi

39 parameter(Pi = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0))!try to compile

40 ! by writing atan(1) rather than atan(1.0d0)

41 end module My_Parameters

42

43

44

45 module ExternalProcedures

46 use My_Parameters ! LOOK: HERE WE ARE CALLING THE PREVIOUS

47 ! DEFINED MODULE, NOW, IN THIS MODULE, ALL THE PARAMETERS

48 ! DEFINED IN THE PREVIOUS MODULE ARE AVAILABLE TO THE PROCEDURES

49 contains
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50 !*****************************************************
51 ! EXTERNAL PROCEDURES

52

53 !____________________________________________________

54 ! EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE BEWTWEEN x,y

55 function Dist(x,y)

56 implicit none

57 real*8 x,y,Dist

58 real*8 square !dummy variable

59 square = x**2.0d0 + y**2.0d0

60 Dist = sqrt(square)

61 return

62 end function Dist

63 !____________________________________________________

64

65

66 !____________________________________________________

67 ! evaluate Pi with MONTE CARLO sampling

68 subroutine ThrowBalls(EstimatedPi)

69 implicit none

70 !real*8 Dist when we build a module with

71 !given functions inside the module, we NEEDN’T

72 !to declear the function Dist (compare with the

73 !PREVIOUS code in Listing 1)

74 !integer, intent(in):: HowMany, we NEEDN’T to pass the value

75 ! of HowMany because it is in the previous defined module and since

76 ! we have recalled the module with the instruction "use My_Parameters",

77 ! the value HowMany, which would have been sobstituted with Nballs

78 ! is basically already available

79 real*8, intent(out):: EstimatedPi

80 integer i, N_in ! dummy variables

81 real*8 x,y

82

83 N_in = 0

84 do 88 i=1, Nballs ! LOOK .... Nballs is defined in the

85 ! previous defined module (no problems at all, since here I’m using

86 ! that module)

87 call random_number(x)

88 call random_number(y)

89 if(Dist(x,y).le.1.0d0)then

90 N_in = N_in + 1

91 end if

92 88 end do

93

94 EstimatedPi = 4.0d0 * dble(N_in)/dble(HowMany)

95

96 return

97 end subroutine ThrowBalls

98 !_______________________________________________________

99

100 !*******************************************************
101 end module ExternalProcedures

102

103

104 !*******************************************************
105 ! MAIN PROGRAM MAIN PROGRAM MAIN PROGRAM

106 program PiMonteCarlo ! "PiMoteCarlo" is the name (your own choice)

107 use My_Parameters ! use My_Parameters module

108 use ExternalProcedures ! use ExternalProcedures module

109 ! the two "use" instructions MUST BE WRITTEN before any declaration,

110 ! IMMEDIATELY AFTER the instruction "program...". Now, whatever is

111 ! contained in the previus defined modules is available in the

112 ! main program

113 implicit none

114

115 real*8 MonteCarloPi

116
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117

118 print*, "**************************************************"

119 print*, "This program evaluates Pi with a simple Monte Carlo"

120 print*, "method."

121 print*, "**************************************************"

122 print*, ""

123 print*, "Number of Samples:"

124 write(*,*) Nballs

125

126

127

128

129 call ThrowBalls(MonteCarloPi)

130

131

132 print*,"***************************************************"

133 print*,""

134 print*,"The estimated value of Pi. is:"

135 print*,"single precision:", real(MonteCarloPi)

136 print*,"double precision:", MonteCarloPi

137 print*,"The error with respect the ’estimate’ 4atan(1)"

138 print*,"is written in the file Error.dat "

139 print*,"***************************************************"

140 print*,""

141 print*,"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

142

143 open(unit=19,file="Error.dat",status="unknown")!open the new

144 ! file "Error.dat"

145 write(19,*)"***********************************************"

146 write(19,*)"Error:"

147 write(19,*)"single precision:",

148 & real(abs(MonteCarloPi-Pi)*100.0d0/Pi), "%"

149 write(19,*)"double precision:",

150 & abs(MonteCarloPi-Pi)*100.0d0/Pi, "%"

151 write(19,*)"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

152 close(19) !close file "Error.dat"

153 end program PiMonteCarlo ! end of the program ... cheers :-)

154

155 !end

156 !********************************************************************
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